Chisholm Trail Gard Wayne University Oklahoma
the old chisholm trail - muse.jhu - this book indeed replaces wayne gard's the chisholm trail as the
definitive study of this historic route." -david murrah, author of c. c. slaughter: rancher, banker, baptist "the old
chisholm trail makes an important and timely contribution. written with both authority and a unique the
chisholm trali at 150 - irmamagazines - brutes,” wrote wayne gard in the chisholm trail in 1954. while a
longhorn yielded $4 here, eastern markets reached via railroads paid 10 times that amount. but how to get
’em there? enter the cowboy. trail riders faced brutal conditions on the two- to three-month drive: forging
rivers, searching for drinking water, reckoning the role of the cattle trails - historybraska - full citation:
wayne gard, “the role of the cattle trails,” nebraska history 39 (1958): 287-302 . article summary: this article
presents a summary of the rise and decline of various cattle trails, including the . chisholm trail and the
western trail. it illustrates the role of the trails and the railroads in western migration. the end of the
chisholm trail - cambridge - the chisholm trail, the red river, abilene, and dodge city are only a few of the
names that owe their immortalization to the cattle drives of the two decades after the civi warl; such legendary
figures ... wayne gard, the chisholm trail, (norman: university of oklahoma press, the chisholm trail by grant
mercer: 1st place essay ... - chisholm trail to abilene and were loaded onto twenty railroad cars, bound for
chicago. ... gard, wayne. the chisholm trail: a history of the world’s greatest trail. norman, oklahoma: university
of oklahoma, 1979. print . ridings, sam. the chisholm trail. a history of the world’s greatest trail. 86 kansas
history - kshs - available today, as are many old classics on the chisholm trail. the primary histories are sam
ridings, the chisholm trail: a history of the world’s greatest cattle trail (1936; reprint, first creative texts, 2015);
wayne gard’s the chisholm trail (norman: university of oklahoma press, 1954); frank cattle trailing in the
nineteenth century: a reply - 76-81. wayne gard stressed that by the end of 1885, the long drive's two
great trails had been closed: "after the season of 1884, the chisholm trail was virtually closed. . . . dodge city,
left with only one main trail, had its last big year as a down the book trail - lawesterners - down the book
trail ... by merrell kitchen ... also among the top ten should be the chisholm trail (univ. of okla. press, norman,
1954, pp. 296, $4.50) by wayne gard; six-guns and saddle leather, a bibliography of books and paplphlets on
western outlaws and gunmen (univ. of okla. press, norman, 1954, pp. 426, ...
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